Fall 2014 Seminar Series

19-Sep : Zheng Sun, Postdoctoral Research Associate, Department of Statistics & Actuarial Science, SFU
26-Sep : Brad McNeney, Associate Professor, Department of Statistics & Actuarial Science, SFU

03-Oct : Matt Pratola, Assistant Professor, Department of Statistics, Ohio State U
10-Oct : Charles Manty, Investment Consultant, PBI Actuarial Consultants Ltd *
17-Oct : John Spinelli, Section Head, Cancer Control, BC Cancer Agency *
24-Oct : Audrey Beliveau, PhD Student, Department of Statistics & Actuarial Science, SFU
31-Oct : Andrew Loach, Senior Actuary, Manager, Insurance Corporation of BC *

07-Nov : Scott Chamberlain, Core Team Member, rOpenSci *
14-Nov : Darby Thompson, Biostatistician & Vice-President, EMMES Canada *
21-Nov : Alexandre LeBlanc, Professor, Department of Statistics, U of Manitoba
28-Nov : Farouk Nathoo, Associate Professor, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, U Vic

* Includes a career component
◊ Includes a computing component

All seminars are from 1:30-2:30pm @ IRMACS Theatre
(24-Oct @ K9509)

For more information, please contact:
Botao Han, bha13@sfu.ca
Will Ruth, william_ruth@sfu.ca
Abdollah Safari, asafari@sfu.ca
Sonja Surjanovic, ssurjano@sfu.ca
Jinko Graham, jgraham@sfu.ca